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Set a
clear goal
Analyse all
of the facts

Why people use SCQuARE

Identify
the real
problem(s)

Create a
plan to
deliver
your
solution

Don’t jump
to
solutions

Sell your
plan with a
story

How to think through and determine the real problem, think
creatively to uncover breakthrough solutions and then build
the story that gets you to a decision is a fundamental skill in
business. Yet incredibly this is not taught in universities or
business schools.
Without this skill, good ideas get wasted and management
teams can spend a hideous amount of time in meetings
accomplishing very little, usually ending up with the dreaded
words “I think we need another meeting”.
We know that the absence of this skill creates the biggest
hidden cost in business.

What is SCQuARE?

SCQuARE is a methodology that equips you with the THINKING
skills to break down problems or opportunities, determine the
right SOLUTIONS and then put it all back together into a
compelling STORY.
This enables you to present proposals either in person or in
writing to any audience. The final objective being that the
audience can see exactly the same problems and opportunities
as you do, understand why the solutions are being proposed
and thus be able to make a decision.

Clients buy SCQuARE to help solve the strategic puzzle

What are the benefits?

Great thinking is the key to effective problem solving and strategy development…
The Story
Structured thinking
skills a strategic
consultant would
employ on any project

The ability to define and
present the
problem/opportunity as
a single
pivotal question

The confidence to
propose and agree the
right solutions that
answers the question
and delivers the Vision

The implementation
plan addressing
‘How?’ and ‘Why?’

…and story telling is a key skill of great Leaders.

SCQuARE offers everyone a
methodology to develop the
leadership skills that will improve
the quality and clarity of
presentations and align your
organisation, enabling better
communication and better
decisions, faster.

Our process
Great thinking is the key to effective problem solving and strategy development
The power of SCQuARE is that the quality of the thinking gives the clarity of the message.
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SCQuARE writes your story as it shows you how to think strategically

SCQuARE provides leaders with a robust, logical, structured and tested methodology for creating plans.
It enables you to analyse any subject, determine the problem, create the right solution and then convert
the entire plan into a story-based presentation enabling the plan to be sold effectively and command a
decision efficiently.
Not just internally but with customers, clients, investors and all stakeholders.

Benefits for you
and your business

Benefits for Your career

Productivity benefits
for the business

• SCQuARE provides one of the
fundamental skills to become a senior
manager

•

Change the way your people plan
and your business runs, for the better

•

Stop your people inventing solutions
before they have defined the problem

•

Increase the chances of good
ideas getting to market first

•

Switch management time from formatting
presentations to productive thinking

•

Eradicate slow painful decision making
process & too many meetings

• Gives you the approach to
think through any challenge
• Great thinkers and story
tellers become leaders
• Careers can be made on the
outcome of a great presentation –
hundreds of past delegates have been
promoted with SCQuARE helping them
along the way.

CEO accredits career success to SCQuARE
“Genuinely, I would not be in this role
without SCQuARE.” - CEO
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Benefits for you
and your business
Inspires & influences

Competencies
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Creates
future
vision

Uses
Aligns
relevant
stakeholders
data

Critical thinking

Structures &
interprets
clearly

Creativity

Defines Thinks beyond the
problems obvious, ensures
problems solved

Storytelling

Clear plan
and story

Enables others

Delivers results

Improves skills of the
Clear action
team by leading with
steps, roles &
strong and replicable
responsibilities
example

Creates plans that
can be executed
and measured

Feedback
Claire Sutton, Head of UK Marketing Bahlsen LLP
"SCQuARE is simply brilliant for thinking, planning and presenting. Using SCQuARE
has transformed our ability to sell our story & get decisions made by customers &
stakeholders. And has therefore delivered significant impact on our bottom line. I
can’t recommend it highly enough – the best training I’ve had with skills that
transfer across roles & companies."

Claire Chapman formerly Head of HR for BT, Tesco and NHS,
currently Head of ACAS
“I now understand why in SCQuARE you separate the thinking and story writing of a
plan from presentation skills. Confidence as a presenter comes from not just
understanding how to project your voice and engage your audience. Real confidence
comes from the knowledge that your presentation is rock solid in its thinking, and
you’re actually looking forward to the questions.”

An interactive, participative and fun learning experience

A mix of theory, case study work and follow-up. Incorporate
your own ‘live’ topics to bring the method into action with
immediate effect.

Delivery

Live hosted sessions
Typically programmes of up to 12 people are run over two
half day sessions or 4 2-hour sessions* (time zone
dependant). More time can be factored for larger groups.
Classroom session from 12 upwards. Delivered via MS
Teams or Zoom.
*Contact us to discuss group size and bespoke timings.

Guaranteed with a unique learning platform
iSCQuARE guides users through the methodology with a
plethora of learning materials including video tutorials,
content and case studies allowing users to build and publish
plans again and again.

SCQuARE essential management
skill for multinational
pharmaceutical company
“I’m surprised to report that this is
the single, best training of this type
that I have ever attended. Many
courses are useful, some are even
interesting, but this one’s value for
the time spent is unparalleled.” –
Global Head of Clinical and Medical
Services

Every programme comes with a
two-year iSCQuARE licence, the
supporting online learning
platform that enables you to write
your SCQuARE plans ensuring full
and effective use of the
methodology always available.

The tool to make the
skill permanent

Quality
Assurance
Permanence
of knowledge
•

Guides you in the
methodology and writes
your plan as it shows you
how to think

•

Guarantees the proper
use of SCQuARE

•

Common decision making
language across the team,
consistency of approach

iSCQuARE takes SCQuARE
application to the next level

• Guides you in the methodology
and writes your plan as it
shows you how to think
• Guarantees the proper use of
SCQuARE
• Common decision making
language across the team,
consistency of approach

•

Usability -

makes it easier
to build
SCQuARE plans

Automates the process for
you, compiling your inputs,
guaranteeing rigour and
assisting with the key strategic
thinking steps

•

Available for widespread
use across teams and
organisations

•

Is slick quick and intuitive

•

Allows you to build and
publish in your own livery

•

Worldwide online
anywhere anytime

“Fabulous , it does all
the work for you!”

•

Teams can work together
wherever they are

Accessibility
& Scalability

Click-on Craig to
find out more

SCQuARE Virtual
OPEN PROGRAMME
FOR INDIVIDUALS

£995/person
Two half-days programme
run throughout the year on
fixed dates.
Perfect for anyone looking to
develop their Leadership
potential or refresh their
SCQuARE strategy skills.

SCQuARE Virtual
TEAM PROGRAMME

All programmes are interactive, participative and as
much as possible a fun learning experience
A mix of theory, case study work and follow-up.
Incorporate your own ‘live’ topics to bring the method
into action with immediate effect.

SCQuARE is priced on a per
person basis.
SCQuARE Training
2-DAY TEAM EVENT

Strategy-intoAction
3-DAY PLANNING EVENT

£1250/person

£1495/person

Run as two remote half day
sessions incorporating live
practice work and feedback
as well as on-going support
via the iSCQuARE app.

Two day intensive classroom
programme run on dates
and at a venue to suit your
organisation.

Three day immersive
classroom programme
tailored to your exact
requirements.

Incorporate your own ‘live’
topics to bring the method
into action with immediate
effect.

Two days of SCQuARE
training embedded with 1
day of team collaboration on
a live business issue from
plan to presentation.

Suitable for remote teams or
those looking to upskill at
speed.

SCQuARE Training
Programmes & Pricing

£1795/person

This price includes the fee for
training, all learning materials
during the programme and a
two-year iSCQuARE licence,
the application that helps embed
the methodology post training.

Why Choose
SCQuARE?
Empowering better decisions faster, so you
can shine in the moments that matter.
Working around the world with leading businesses since
1993, we are always inspired by seeing teams and
individuals from middle managers to senior
management and board members excel from the many
benefits that SCQuARE brings. In fact many executives
who have trained in the SCQuARE process go on to
become managing directors of major corporations.

Take action today

+44 (0)023 974 1487
info@scquare.com
www.scquare.com

Call or email us to see
how we can boost your
strategic thinking,
storytelling and
decision making skills.
Watch our SCQuARE explainer here https://vimeo.com/372418495

